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Grips 
 

I can’t remember the first time I picked up a fly rod. It came after years of playing tennis, golf and 

casting spinning rods. Holding a fly rod just came naturally and I didn’t think much about it. Now 

that I know a little more about casting I realize how lucky I was I didn’t learn any bad habits. What 

seemed so simple and natural then turns out to be more complex than I first thought. 

 

How you hold the fly rod can make a big difference to your casting. There are three basic ways of 

gripping the rod. With variations due to individual anatomy and comfort we all use a grip that 

conforms closely to one of these three styles. Next time you pick up your fly rod check your grip 

and see which style you use. 

 

The thumb-on-top grip is probably the most 

commonly used.  I haven’t spent enough time 

looking at people’s grips to know just how 

common it is in our club but I will. Next time you 

are casting and you see me staring at your hand 

you will know why. The thumb-on-top-grip is 

favoured by instructors such as Lefty Krey and 

Joan Wulff who advocate using the thumb for 

strength and accuracy. If you are just learning to 

fly cast this is probably a good starting point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The extended-finger grip is more sensitive and 

favoured but those who like to feel the rod load and 

have control in tight quarters. If someone is using too 

much power in their cast or bending their wrists the 

extended-finger grip can help to solve these problems. 

Placing your finger on top can also aid in accuracy. If 

you are trying for distance or saltwater fly casting this 

is probably not the best grip. 

 

 

 



 

The knuckle-on-top grip is the one I use 

most often having transferred how I hold a 

golf club directly to how I grip a fly rod. This 

grip is often referred to as a key or v-grip. 

Whatever you call it I believe this grip is the 

most versatile allowing for long powerful 

casts using the bones of the hand to provide 

strength. An important advantage of this grip 

for fishing in Tasmania is that it enables you 

to support the rod for longer periods when 

your thumb and forefinger become so cold 

they stop working. When you are learning to 

cast the knuckle-on-top grip allows you to 

rotate the rod and turn your head and watch 

your backcast… and you know how important 

this is to making a good forward cast.  

 

There are many variations on these basic grips and all of them work. You need to experiment with 

what works best for you. In most cases, the one standard grip will not work in every situation and as 

you progress as a caster you will find yourself changing your grip for different casts and even 

changing your grip within a cast.  

 

 

Whatever grip you use there is one overriding principle which is more important than where you 

place your fingers – it’s how you place your fingers. You must grip the rod gently on the pad of your 

hand and not in the hand. The fingers must coil loosely around the rod grip. It is only when you 

want to stop the rod that the fingers are squeezed tight. Once the rod has stopped the tension on the 

fingers can be released immediately. By doing this your stops will be sharper and your loops tighter. 

This has been one of the most difficult things I have had to learn and I am still struggling to get this 

to happen automatically. As an added bonus once you have mastered the relaxed grip your hand will 

not tire as quickly and you will have fewer problems with strains and pains in your wrist and elbow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The next thing you need to think about is where you grip the rod. Most 

rod handles are longer than the width of your hand. That means you 

have room to place your hand in a number of positions on the rod. If 

you place your hand low on the handle as close to the reel as possible 

you make maximum use of the length of the rod. This is useful if you 

are trying for greater distance as it gives you a longer lever.  

  

 

If you place you hand high on the 

handle it will give you more control of the rod and therefore it is 

more useful for accuracy. Effectively you are shortening the rod 

and reducing the chances of your rod going off line. A high grip 

places more importance on getting the balance of your outfit just 

right so that the weight of the reel and the length of the rod 

provide a balanced feel in your hand. 

 

 

 

 

Having looked at how you grip the rod let’s now look at the grips themselves.  Over the years fly 

rod builders have experimented with many materials such as Duralon, Hyperlon , Plastic, wood and 

EVA but the overwhelming majority of rods today feature cork grips. Cork grips are light and 

responsive and feel more natural in the hand. Cork looks good too. The quality of the cork used in a 

rod varies markedly and often the difference in price between high end and mid level rods is in the 

quality of the cork (and other components) used rather than in the blank itself.  

 

For a fly rod there are three basic shapes for the cork 

handle. The simplest is the cigar shape which is favoured 

on light rods where delicacy and accuracy are important.   

Somewhere in between we have the half wells or reverse 

half wells. As the name would imply these grips feature 

the turned up well at one end and the cigar-like taper at 

the other. These grips feature on medium weight rods 

usually below 6weight. 

Finally, we have the full wells commonly used on 

saltwater rods and any rod where a more powerful grip is 

required. These grips are usually standard on rods over 

7weight but there is trend to use them on shorter and 

lighter rods because, in many people’s minds, they are 

more comfortable and easier to grip. 

 

In addition to these three basic shapes we have the extended butts that 

are added to saltwater and switch/spey rods. There are also a number 

of alternate shapes that have come and gone over the years as rod 

makers try to find the perfect shape for a rod handle. One that is still 

around is the maniform. It is ergonomically designed to fit the hand 

comfortably and reduce strain on the wrist. I haven’t tried one myself 

but I know one of our club members is using this grip on his 5 weight. 

 



A final consideration on rod grips is the thickness of the cork. I have small hands and always 

thought that thinner grips would be better. I am now finding that thicker handles can help me to 

relax my grip between stops and lead to less strain on the wrist and elbow. With my casting rod I 

have built up the grip with tape (tennis racquet tape) to make it thicker and also to stop the wear and 

tear on the cork. Experiment and see how you find it. 

 

So there you have it! Something as simple as gripping the rod can require a bit more thought than it 

first appears.  I hope you will take some time and look more closely at how you grip your rod. Be 

prepared to experiment and find what works for you.  


